Behavior is grounded in the interaction between an organism's brain, its body, and its 2 environment. How simple neuronal circuits interact with their muscles and mechanical bodies 3 to generate behavior is not yet well understood. With 302 neurons and a near complete 4 reconstruction of the neural and muscle anatomy at the cellular level [1], C. elegans is an ideal 5 candidate organism to understand the neuromechanical basis of behavior. 6 Locomotion is essential to most living organisms. Since nearly the entire behavioral repertoire 7 of C. elegans is expressed through movement, understanding the neuromechanical basis of 8 locomotion is especially critical as a foundation upon which analyses of all other behaviors 9 must build. C. elegans locomotes in an undulatory fashion, generating thrust by propagating 10 dorsoventral bends along its body. Movement is generated by body wall muscles arranged 11 in staggered pairs along four bundles [2]. The anterior-most muscles are driven by a head 12 motoneuron circuit and the rest of the muscles are driven by motoneurons in the ventral 13 nerve cord (VNC). Although the nematode is not segmented, a statistical analysis of the VNC 14 motoneurons in relation to the position of the muscles they innervate revealed a repeating neural 15 unit [3]. Interestingly, while the repeating neural units in the VNC are interconnected via a set of 16 chemical and electrical synapses, the head motoneuron circuit is largely disconnected from the 17 VNC neural units. Motoneurons in both the head and the VNC circuit have been long postulated 18
With 302 neurons and a near complete reconstruction of the neural and muscle anatomy at the cellular level, C. elegans is an ideal candidate organism to study the neuromechanical basis of behavior. Yet, despite the breadth of knowledge about the neurobiology, anatomy and physics of C. elegans, there are still a number of unanswered questions about one of its most basic and fundamental behaviors: forward locomotion. How the rhythmic pattern is generated and propagated along the body is not yet well understood. We report on the development and analysis of a model of forward locomotion that integrates the neuroanatomy, neurophysiology and body mechanics of the worm. Our model is motivated by experimental analysis of the structure of the ventral cord circuitry and the effect of local body curvature on nearby motoneurons. We developed a neuroanatomicallygrounded model of the head motoneuron circuit and the ventral nerve cord circuit. We integrated the neural model with an existing biomechanical model of the worm's body, with updated musculature and stretch receptors. Unknown parameters were evolved using an evolutionary algorithm to match the speed of the worm on agar. We performed 100 evolutionary runs and consistently found electrophysiological configurations that reproduced realistic control of forward movement. The ensemble of successful solutions reproduced key experimental observations that they were not designed to fit, including the wavelength and frequency of the propagating wave. Analysis of the ensemble revealed that head motoneurons SMD and RMD are sufficient to drive dorsoventral undulations in the head and neck and that short-range posteriorly-directed proprioceptive feedback is sufficient to propagate the wave along the rest of the body. . Each unit includes one dorsal and two ventral B-(blue) and D-class (magenta) motoneurons that connect to muscles on each side. B-class neurons receive stretch-receptor input from anterior region covered by blue process [6] . Circuits include all chemical synapses (arrows), gap junctions (connections with line endings), and neuromuscular junctions.
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only [6, 26, 27, 28, 29] . As connectome data is incomplete for the posterior half of the worm [1, 30],
114
we relied on a statistical analysis of the motoneurons in relation to the position of the muscles 115 they innervate to model a repeating neural unit along the VNC [3] . When specialized to the 116 B-class and D-class motoneurons, this leads to the circuit architecture shown in Figure 1B (ii).
117
We model all motoneurons were modeled as isopotential nodes with the ability to produce regenerative 125 responses, according to:
where y i represent the membrane potential of the i th neuron relative to its resting potential, 127 τ i is the time constant, w ji corresponds to the synaptic weight from neuron j to neuron i, g ji 128 corresponds to the conductance between cell i and j (g ji > 0), and r i corresponds to the stretch 129 receptor influence to neuron i. Mechanosensitive stretch receptor channels have long been postulated to exist in motoneurons.
144
There is evidence that supports their existence in interneurons [42, 43] , as well as more recently 145 in VNC motoneurons as well [6] .
146
In the head motoneuron circuit, the SMD class has long undifferentiated processes that 
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In order to evaluate the fitness of a solution, we measured the locomotion efficiency of the 212 entire neuromechanical model. Specifically, we optimized model worms to match the worm's 213 average velocity on agar, by maximizing
where v is the average velocity of the model worm measured over 50 simulated seconds 215 andv is the average velocity of the worm (v = 0.22mm/sec, based on the ranges reported 216 experimentally [44, 45, 46, 47] ). We measure the average velocity of the model worm by In order to identify circuits that produced forward locomotion, we ran the evolutionary algorithm 223 100 times using different random seeds. The fitness of the model worm was evaluated to 224 match the worm's average velocity on agar (v = 0.22mm/sec), based on the ranges reported experimentally [44, 45, 46, 47] . From each evolutionary run, we selected the best individual. As 226 our main interest was to identify networks capable of closely matching the worm's behavior, 227 we focused only on the highest performing subset of solutions, namely those networks having 228 a fitness score of at least 0.95 (n = 46). All solutions in this subset generated forward thrust by , 44, 46, 47, 48, 49] and [0.45, 241 0.83] [11, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53] , respectively. That the solutions in the ensemble reproduce propagated posteriorly ( Fig. 2A) . In order to test whether the head motoneuron circuit can 254 generate oscillations, we silenced motoneurons in the VNC. Even in the absence of oscillatory 255 activity in the VNC, the head could still oscillate (Fig. 2B ).
256
During regular forward locomotion, motoneurons in the head circuit of the model worm 257 oscillate (Fig. 2C ). How are these oscillations generated? To address this question, we first silenced 258 stretch-receptors feedback in the head. When we silence stretch-receptor feedback to the head 259 motoneuron circuit, the neural oscillations in the head motoneuron circuit cease. Therefore, 260 despite the capacity of the head motoneuron circuit to generate intrinsic network oscillations, the 261 model worm produces oscillations robustly through stretch-receptor feedback. Such a reflexive 262 pattern generator hypothesis for oscillations in the head motoneuron circuit had only been 263 considered in two other models previously [49, 54] . We examine the differences between previous 264 models and the current model in detail in the Discussion.
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In order to understand how the oscillation is generated through stretch-receptor feedback, we 266 consider the neural traces of the head motoneurons, stretch-receptor feedback, muscle activation, 267 and posture of the body over time during a full cycle of locomotion ( Fig. 2C-E) . At the start of a 268 cycle (stage i), the head and neck sections are straight (Fig. 2Di ), SMD's undifferentiated process 269 is stretched and compressing, SMDD is off and RMDD is on (Fig. 2Ei) . RMDD activates the dorsal Fig. 5A ). Yet, when VNC motoneurons are silenced, the head continues to oscillate (green, Fig. 5B ), 347 moving forward at a fraction of the speed (green, Fig. 5A ). Therefore, in all solutions, the head 348 motoneuron circuit generates oscillations that are used for moving forward. In 40 of the 46 349 solutions in the ensemble, oscillations in the head ceased when we silenced stretch-receptor feedback to the head motoneuron circuit (red, Fig. 5B ). The remaining 6 solutions generate 351 intrinsic network oscillations in the absence of stretch-receptor feedback. These oscillations were 352 sufficient to drive regular forward locomotion (red, Fig. 5A ). This suggests the architecture of We have presented a fully integrated, biologically and physically grounded model that accounts environmental forces [49, 54, 55, 56] , previous neuro-mechanical models of forward locomotion 401 had either assumed an oscillator in the head [14] or modeled the head circuit as an additional 402 VNC unit [10] . The reflexive pattern generator hypothesis for oscillations in the head circuit that 403 emerged from our evolutionary experiments had been considered in two previous models [49, 54] . 404 We highlight here the most substantive differences between these two previous models and the 405 one proposed here. First, in previous models the circuit responsible for oscillations included premotor command interneurons (e.g., AVB and PVC), which were then communicated to VNC 419 motorneurons. However, the activity of these neurons has since been demonstrated not to 420 correlate with locomotion undulations [27, 29] . In contrast, in the current model we demonstrate 421 that the oscillations in the head motorneurons can be propagated to the VNC motorneurons 422 through stretch-receptor feedback. Finally, in previous models the parameters of the head 423 circuit were hand-designed to generate oscillations. In the current model, we do not assume 424 that oscillations can only be generated in the head; oscillations in the head emerge from the 425 evolutionary optimization process given the neuroanatomical constraints. 426 We have demonstrated that a neuro-mechanical model of the worm with short-range and improving our understanding of forward locomotion will allow us to study more complex 457 behaviors that may require contributions from additional neural circuits. 
